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"(it) can have but one end result--the inflaming of human 
emotions and the creation of strife, turmoil, bitterness and 
hatred where harmony and good will have prevailed and should 
prevail in the future." 

It has been put forward "for the basest of all ~s, 
inclu<t!::ng selfishn ss,/ opportunism, xploit~B on and 
apparently a desire to~ gain political favor by turning the 
weapons of accusation, bi~terness and vituperati n against an 
entire section of the country." 

atio~of right't0 regist r and vote ever made known to 

"The lines of commun~ration between the white citizens on the 
one hand and the Jliegro citizens on the other hand are 
gradually being destroyed by unwarranted medq~ng and 
interference by outsiders who care nothing for the ~gro race 
and who in most instances know nothing whatever of actual 
conditions, but seem determined to exploit an entire race for 
base political motives that become absolutely inhumane in 
their application." 

"Further so-called civil rights legislation will be dangerous 
to constitutional government in the United States of America 
and will strike the deadliest of blows to the very structure 
of the government with which we have. I am convinced that the 
enactment of this legislation, with the accompanying 
devastation of constitutional processes and t?~ further 
deterioration of good will between the white and ~gro races 
in the U.s. would be more disastrous to our nation and our 
government and its process than if there should be 
catastrophic destruction of every material structure in our 
country. " 

"Never in the history of this country has there been such an 
effort made to perpetuate a bad and evil' thing as it has been 
undertaken since May 17, 1954, to implement the decision of 
the Supreme Court in the school cases." 
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